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Researchers and startups speed date
with potential co-founders
UtrechtInc and Climate-KIC select innovations with market potential.

These could be startups and projects from pioneers, researchers or

major research institutes and universities. They are all still missing

(co-)entrepreneurs! With this event we bring both parties together to

get acquainted and potentially form a team. Our shared objective is to

transform prototypes, publications or scientific research into market

ready business concepts.
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If you’re a scientist, you publish your research. Do you want to make a positive

impact on society with an application of this research? Maybe you’d like to be an

entrepreneur yourself, or you’re looking for an initiator to bring your product to

the market? At our MYC-event you can informally meet with people that (with

you) want to create successful companies. UtrechtInc is the startup incubator

for Utrecht University and UMC Utrecht and is organizing this event for these

knowlege institutions, but also for propositions from RIVM and TNO. IT startups

in Health, Education and Climate can also register to speed date with talent

they’re still missing in their teams.

Entrepreneurs/co-founders

Do you have a background in Business Development, Sales, Finance, Operations,

IT or Marketing? Are you looking for innovative concepts or promising (future)

startups? Want to contribute your knowledge, network or skills, for example as a

CFO or CTO? Join us on April 11, meet some ingenious propositions and maybe

you’ll find a match as a complementary team member!

Matchmaking

Prior to April 11, we’ll inform you about the registrations via our newsletter and

UtrechtInc’s Netwerkapp. During the event the startups and researchers present

their propositions with their own stand in an informal market. Prospective co-

founders walk around to scout for interesting projects. In short sessions they will

discover whether there is a match as a complementary team member.

Additionally the event has individual matchmakers, speed dates and plenary

pitches to help both parties to get acquainted.
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Startup team

After April 11 you’ll meet with your match to set up a cooperation agreement.

UtrechtInc and Climate-KIC can support you in doing that. We offer support for

startups with proven acceleration programs, funding, office facilities and a large

network of mentors, peers and talent. In the startup programs teams focus on

quickly developing a scalable business model, paying customers and a working

product.

Registration

You can register for MYC via this link.

Location

UtrechtInc & Climate-KIC

HR. Kruytgebouw | Padualaan 8 | 3584 CH Utrecht | first floor

More information?

Click here for the flyer with more information about this event. Have questions?

Let us know:
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UtrechtInc: Mare Derks | Event Manager | mare.derks@utrechtinc.nl | +31 (0)30

253 6169

Climate-KIC: Eelco van IJken | Innovation Manager | eelco.vanijken@climate-

kic.org | +31 (0)30 253 20 55
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ABOUT UTRECHTINC

Business incubator UtrechtInc accelerates the growth of early stage (IT) startups
during their rst years of existence. We have created an ecosystem for startups to
build innovative products, develop teams, attract funding and grow a successful
business. Since 2009 we have supported and guided over 100 startups in Utrecht.
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